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Jewels and Healing Stones

Amber

Amber is a fossil resin secreted by conifers or flowering plants
millions of years ago. It has been used since prehistoric times in
jewelry and for its supposed medicinal properties. Amber contains
in some cases inclusions of organisms (animals or plants trapped
in the resin and then fossilized); the fossiliferous amber deposits
constitute a valuable source of information in paleontology on the
species, climate and paleoenvironments that existed at the time of
this amber’s formation.
Although not mineralized, it is sometimes used as a gem and
presented as such (there are several organic «gems»: pearls, mother
of pearl, jet, ivory, coral (red or black), mellite, copal, etc.). For
scientists amber is a «mineraloid»: it looks like a mineral, but it is not;
it’s an organic rock.
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Opal

An opal is a mineral composed of hydrated silica with the formula
SiO2 · n H2O, with traces of uranium, magnesium, calcium,
aluminum, iron, arsenic, sodium and potassium. The water content
is usually between 3 and 9%; it can reach 20% depending on the
variety.
The origin of the term opal comes from the Sanskrit word upala
meaning «precious stone», which is the origin of the Greek opallion
and the Latin opalus.

Moonstone
Moonstone, or hecatolite, is an adularia, a variety of orthosis (silicate
group, tectosilicate subgroup, feldspars family). It has a perthitic
texture.
To benefit from the term «Moonstone», the adularia must have silvery
or bluish reflections reminiscent of the clarity of the moon, linked to
the crystalline structure of this mineral. The reflections in the mineral
are caused by the optical phenomenon of adularescence. The most
sought-after pieces are those that have no yellowish connotation.
Its perfect cleavage (which gives the name of the species (orthosis)
makes it a stone sensitive to shocks. It is essentially cut into a
cabochon..
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Tiger’s Eye
Tiger’s eye is a variety of quartz, considered a fine stone, used in
jewelry and art objects.
This mineral with yellow and brown tiger tones is formed from
Amosite (a fibrous variety of Grunnerite), it is one of the six varieties
of fiber grouped together under the trade name «asbestos».
The fibers of this mineral have been partially replaced by silica, by a
phenomenon of pseudomorphosis.
It belongs to the variety of microcrystalline quartz. Opaque and hard
stone, with a hardness of 7 on the Mohs scale and a density between
2.64 and 2.71, its shimmering color can range from gray blue to
yellow brown and reddish brown.
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Herkimer
Diamond

Herkimer diamonds are not actually diamonds but double-ended
quartz crystals found in exposed dolomite outcrops in and around
Herkimer County, New York and in the Mohawk River Valley. [1] [2]
The «diamond» in their name is due to both their clarity and their
natural facets - the crystals have double end points and 18 faces
in total (six on each point, six around the center). Because the first
sites of discovery were in the village of Middleville and the town of
Little Falls, respectively, the crystal is also known as the Middleville
Diamond or the Little Falls Diamond. [3]
Herkimer diamonds became widely recognized after workers
discovered them in large quantities while cutting in dolomite in the
Mohawk River Valley in the late 18th century. Geologists discovered
exposed dolomite in the outcrops of Herkimer County and began
mining there, leading to the nickname «Herkimer Diamond». Doubletipped quartz crystals can be found in sites around the world, but
only those mined in Herkimer County can carry this name.

Turquoise

Turquoise belongs to the triclinic crystallization system and is
classified in the group of phosphates. It is a secondary mineral
that occurs in the alteration of potassium in hydrothermal deposits.
Turquoise is a very effective healing stone that provides well-being
for body and soul.
It is a protective stone that has been used as an amulet since
ancient times. It promotes spiritual harmonization and improves
communication with the physical and spiritual worlds. Placed on the
third eye, it improves intuition and, on the throat chakra, releases
inhibitions and prohibitions. It is a stone of purification, dispelling
negative energies and electromagnetic mist and aligning all chakras
with the subtle bodies.
Psychologically, it is a stone that mentally strengthens and instills
inner calm while keeping you alert. Emotionally, it stabilizes mood
disorders, bringing inner calm.
You can use it by placing it anywhere, but it will be especially useful
on the throat, third eye, or solar plexus. Plus, as an elixir, it’s fantastic
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Quartz

Quartz is a mineral species of the group of silicatesc, subgroup
of tectosilicates, composed of silicon dioxide, or silica, with the
chemical formula SiO2, with traces of different elements such as Al,
Li, B, Fe, Mg, Ca , Ti, Rb, Na, OH.
It comes in the form of either large colorless, colored or smoky
crystals, or microscopic crystals of translucent appearance.
Constituting 12% (by mass) of the lithosphere, quartz is the most
common mineral (oxygen and silicon are respectively the first and
second constituents, in order of importance, of the lithosphere); it
is an important component of granite, with which it fills the residual
spaces, and of granitic (gneiss, quartzite) and sedimentary (sand,
sandstone) metamorphic rocks.

Obsidian

Obsidian is a glassy volcanic rock rich in silica. Gray, dark green, red or
black in color, it comes from an acid lava (rhyolite type). Mass vitrification
is made possible by the high degree of polymerization of the lava. This
phenomenon has nothing to do with the edges frozen from a few millimeters
to a few centimeters observed on basic lavas (veins, pillows lavas) for which
the vitrification is due to a rapid cooling of the lava (contact with a cold host
or with some water).
According to Pliny the Elder, his name comes from Obsius, a character
from ancient Rome who first reported the presence of this rock in Ethiopia,
but linguists link this name to the Latin obsidio, «circled» (the breaks in the
obsidian with dark circles).
Obsidian is opaque to translucent and exhibits a glassy texture and luster2.
It is most often gray or black but it happens that the obsidian reflects
the light according to its internal planes so that green, purple and silver
reflections appear, this phenomenon is called rainbow of obsidians2.
Its break is very distinctly conchoidal, its hardness on the Mohs scale being
5 to 5.53 (it scratches glass).
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